Deep Learning Approach for Human Action Recognition Using Gated Recurrent Unit Neural Networks and Motion Analysis
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Abstract: Human action recognition is a computer vision task. The evaluation of action recognition algorithms relies on the proper extraction and learning of the data. The success of the deep learning and especially learning layer by layer led to many imposing results in several contexts that include neural network. Here the Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) with hidden unit has demonstrated advanced performance on tasks as varied as image captioning and handwriting recognition. Specifically Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) is able to learn and take advantage of sequential and temporal data required for video recognition. Moreover video sequence can be better described on both visual and moving features. In this paper, we present our approach for human action recognition based on fusion and combination of sequential visual features and moving path. We evaluate our technique on the challenging UCF Sports Action, UCF101 and KTH dataset for human action recognition and obtain competitive results.
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Introduction

In the last few years there has been a growing interest of recognizing human actions in real-world environment finds applications in a variety of domains including intelligent human-computer interactions (Metaxas and Zhang, 2013; Triki et al., 2012) and video surveillance (Cristani et al., 2012; Choi et al., 2013), customer attributes and shopping behavior analysis. However, precise recognition of actions is a extremely challenging task due to cluttered backgrounds and viewpoint variations. Therefore, we can mention, that the most popular state-of-the-art methods for human action recognition (Yang et al., 2015; Geng and Song, 2015) use engineered motion and texture descriptors calculated around spatio-temporal interest points. In addition, most of these approaches follow the conventional paradigm of pattern recognition, which consists of two steps in which the first step evaluates complex handcrafted features from video frames and the second step learns classifiers based on the obtained features. In real-world scenarios, it is infrequently known which features are very important for the task at hand, since the choice of features is highly problem-dependent. Particularly for human action recognition, different action classes may appear different in terms of their appearances and motion patterns.

In this paper, we demonstrate the importance of feature to classify and recognize human action, thus we show how to use two different approaches to extract complex features on sequences:

- Gaussian mixture model and Kalman filter
- Deep-learning recurrent neural network

In a recursive computation, these features should help to analyze the next frame in a video sequence. In addition, to a semantically meaningful localized content description, such features should represent descriptions of human motions. In this challenging, we evaluate our method on the UCF Sports action, UCF101 and KTH human action dataset where we find variety of action in different background. Overall, our contributions are as follows:

- We present the dataset used to evaluate our experimental results
We show the first approach based on motion detection and tracking using GMM and kalman filter
We show the second approach, that our recurrent models are able to conserve an abstract state over time, track and interpret motion
We merge the two approaches to improve the performance of our human action recognition method on much larger dataset

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In second section, we discuss related work. We evaluate our model in third section and discuss the results in fourth section.

Related Work

Despite the diversity of recognition methods, they are all based on two major steps in which the first step extract the features of all frames in a video sequence and the second classify the features obtained for recognize the action. The most well-known approaches in the literature to motion detection are ViBe methods (“VIsual Background Extractor”) (Zivkovic and van der Heijden, 2006), KDE (Kernel Density Estimation) (Wren et al., 1997) and the temporal averaging filter (Langmann et al., 2010). Practically all this methods are limited by noise sensitive (nonstationary medium, climate change) and change of motion on sequences.

Ideally, methods based on background subtraction have achieved great success in many applications including complex motion. Particularly, the method proposed by Stauffer and Grimson (1999) which is Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM).

Moreover, the motion tracking is important to extract features. Therefore, once the object has been detected then it can be tracked along its path. A tracking moving objects can track and display the movement of objects. Such tracking complete every movement of the objects that it tracks and can thus provide important data, such as the speed and acceleration of an object. In addition, in recent years there has been much work on the tracking of moving objects with in a scene. Systems developed for such tasks as people tracking (Pneumatikakis and Polymenakos, 2006; Wren et al., 1997) face tracking (Ekenel and Pneumatikakis, 2006) and vehicle tracking (Beymer et al., 1997; Sullivan, 1994) have come in many shapes or sizes (Magee, 2001).

Kalman filtering (Liu et al., 2007; Jang et al., 2002) is very popular in the research field of navigation and aviation because of its magnificent accurate estimation characteristic. Since then, the Kalman filter is an estimator for what is called the “linear quadratic problem”, which focuses on estimating the instantaneous “state” of a linear dynamic system perturbed by white noise. In addition, the Kalman tracker adapts the learning parameters of the adaptive background module. Moreover Kalman filter was succefully applied by Rameshbabu et al. (2012) to track human body while walking and detect her face. As well as Patel and Thakore (2013) uses kalman filter to track any single moving objects in indoor as well as in outdoor environments on surveillance video of CAVIAR and PETS datasets.

In last few years, deep learning has the most successful method used to learn a hierarchy of features (Geng and Song, 2015; Xu et al., 2010) in many applications including video, image, speech and signal processing. Therefore, a feed forward neural network models can achieve state-of-the-art accuracy in object classification, sometimes exceeding human-level performance. Models are trained by using a large set of labeled data and neural network architectures that contain many layers. Baccouche et al. (2011) introduces a multiple 3d Deep Learning of Spatio-Temporal Features for Human Action recognition which obtains a high performance on KTH dataset. In addition, the recent work of Deldjoo et al. (2017) uses deep learning for movies recommendation with successful results. However, sharing parameters across time is insufficient for capturing all of the correlations between input samples. Additionally, local connectivity limits the output to a function of a small number of neighboring input samples.

More recently, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have demonstrated great success in sequence labeling and prediction tasks such as handwriting recognition and language modeling. However, various types of hidden units for Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) have been used to solve range of problems with impressive results in several applications involving sequential or temporal data.

The Long Short-Term Memory unit (LSTM) proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997) have been very successful with recurrent neural networks in diversity tasks such as speech recognition (Graves and Jaitly, 2014; Chorowski et al., 2015), image and video captioning (Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2014; Vinyals et al., 2015; Venugopalan et al., 2015) and handwriting recognition (Cristani et al., 2012). Thus various architectures of LSTM networks have been created to optimize a variety of applications. Bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM) networks have been proposed by Alex Graves et al. (2009; Eyben et al., 2009) for Frame wise phoneme classification and it is used (Wollmer et al., 2011) to model a multi-stream framework for continuous conversational speech recognition.

LSTM Projected (LSTMP) have been proposed by Hasim Sak for Large Scale Acoustic Modeling (Sak et al., 2014).
Cho et al. (2014) have been proposed, a simplify model of LSTM unit, the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU). GRU is a lighter version of an LSTM where the complexity in the structure is reduced by decreasing the gates in the architecture. Units (GRU) have empirically demonstrated their ability to model long-term temporal dependency in various task on computer vision. Recently in 2017 Abien Fred (Agarap, 2017) have used A Neural Network Architecture Combining Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) for Intrusion Detection in Network Traffic Data.

Our paper is included in the same context of Abien Fred, though we have used GRU for recurrent neural networks to extract sequential data and moving detection to extract human path using GMM and kalman filter.

**Experiments**

**Human Action Dataset**

We perform experiments on the UCF Sports Action, UCF101 and KTH datasets to demonstrate important characteristics of our model for action recognition.

UCF Sports Action: UCF Sports Action: UCF Sports is one of the earliest actions recognition dataset. It consists of a set of actions collected from various sports.

UCF101: UCF101 is the largest and the one of the most challenging action dataset in terms of actions and scale. It contains a variety of action with a large variations in camera motion and cluttered background.

KTH: The KTH dataset is the most popularly used public human actions dataset. It contains 6 types of actions (walking, jogging, running, boxing, hand-waving and handclapping).

Some of actions which used on experiments of our model are presented in Fig. 1.

**Features Extraction**

The goal of features extraction is to extract visual features vector and human moving features (Jaouedi et al., 2016a). We have considered vectors extracted from kalman filter and vectors extract from pre-trained deep-learning using Gated Recurrent Unit Neural Networks.

**Human Motion Path**

Background subtraction is a common first step in the field of video processing and motion tracking Fig. 2, however, it is used to reduce the effective image size in subsequent processing steps by segmenting the mostly static background from the moving or changing foreground. Background subtraction by GMM is a popular method to detect moving object in the video scenes. In addition, Gaussian is a more successful model to moving detection and moving path extraction. The probability density function using GMM model is given by:

$$p(X_t) = \sum_{i=1}^{J} \omega_i \eta(X_t, \mu_i, \Sigma_i)$$

(1)

where, $\omega_i$ is the weight of the $i$th Gaussian in the mixture at time $t$ and $\sum_{i=1}^{J} \omega_i = 1$. $j$ represents the number of distributions and also the number of features in each image. $\eta(X_t, \mu_i, \Sigma_i)$ is the density function of multivariate Gaussian probability with mean $\mu_i$ and covariance matrix $\Sigma_i$.

The probability density function of the multivariate Gaussian process is:

$$\eta(X_t, \mu_i, \Sigma_i) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{n/2} |\Sigma|^{1/2}} e^{-\frac{1}{2}(X_t-\mu_i)^T \Sigma^{-1} (X_t-\mu_i)}$$

(2)

With $n$ is the dimension of the pixel model.
Kalman Filter is the next step. This method is much related to GMM. Therefore, it extracts the location of a target feature in an image sequence over time. Kalman filter progresses cyclically in two phases: Prediction and correction. The prediction phase is to produce an estimate of the current state using the previous state. Our goal is to get a more accurate estimate. The state and observation equations are given by the following system:

\[
\begin{align*}
X_t &= AX_{t-1} + \xi_t \\
Y_t &= HX_t + \mu_t
\end{align*}
\]  

(3)

where, \(X_t = [x_t, y_t, v_x, v_y]^T\),\((x_t, y_t)\) is the position and \((v_x, v_y)\) is the velocity vector. \(Y\) is the observation vector at time \(t\). \([y_t, y_t]^T\) is the position vector. \(A\) is the state transition matrix. \(H\) is the measurement matrix, \(\xi_t\) stochastic process, modeling the state error \(\xi_t \sim N(0, Q)\). \(\mu_t\) stochastic process, modeling the observation \(\mu_t \sim N\). The estimated value of \(X_t\) is modeled as:

\[
\hat{X}_t = \hat{X}_{t-1} + G_t \left( Y_t - H\hat{X}_{t-1} \right)
\]

(4)

Where:

\[
\hat{X}_{t-1} = A\hat{X}_{t-1}
\]

(5)

\(G_t\) is the filter gain at each iteration and it is updated as:

\[
G_t = \hat{P}_t^{H}H^T(HP_tH^T + R)^{-1}
\]

(6)

Where:

\[
\hat{P}_t = E\left[ (X_t - \hat{X}_t)(X_t - \hat{X}_t)^T \right] = AP_tA^T + Q
\]

(7)
\[
P_i = E \left[ (X_i - \hat{X}_i)(X_i - \hat{X}_i)^T \right] = (I - G_i H_i) \hat{P}_i
\]  

(8)

**Deep Gated Recurrent Unit Networks Features**

**Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) Architecture**

A Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) simplifies the gated recurrent neural network on two gates, a reset gate \( r \) and an update gate \( z \). The reset gate determines how to combine the new input with the previous memory and the update gate control what to keep from the previous memory. The GRU structure can be seen in Fig. 3.

The Gated Recurrent Unit for Recurrent Neural Networks can be described with the hidden state and the candidate activation presented by the following equations:

\[
h_t = (1 - z_t) \cdot h_{t-1} + z_t \cdot \tilde{h}_t
\]  

(9)

\[
\tilde{h}_t = \tanh \left( W_h X_t + (r_t \cdot U_h h_{t-1}) + b_h \right)
\]  

(10)

With the two gates presented as:

\[
z_t = \sigma \left( W_z X_t + h_{t-1} + b_z \right)
\]  

(11)

\[
r_t = \sigma \left( W_r X_t + h_{t-1} + b_r \right)
\]  

(12)

where, the variables are the external input vector \( X_t \), the previous hidden state \( h_{t-1} \), the parameters for two matrices \( W \) and \( U \) and the vector bias \( b \). The total number of parameters for the candidate activation and the two gates are respectively, \( W_h, U_h, b_h, W_z, U_z, b_z, W_r, U_r \) and \( b_r \). These parameters are all updated at each training step. The Activation functions used by Gated Recurrent Unit are the hyperbolic tangent function \( \tanh \) and the logistic sigmoid function \( \sigma \):

\[
\sigma(x) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp(-x)}
\]  

(13)

**GRU Recurrent Neural Networks Architecture**

An alternative way to extract visual features in each time from video, we have used Recurrent Neural Networks with Gate Recurrent Unit. The proposed model presented in Fig. 4 and may be summarized as follows:

- Input layers present vector \( X(X_1, X_2, ..., X_n) \) of video dataset
- One hidden layer trained to classifier each input, which each Gate Recurrent Unit is connected to other at the next time step
- Output of our model is visual features vector \( Y(Y_1, Y_2, ..., Y_n) \) of input video

**Features Fusion**

In this step, from the same video, we employed the fusion of moving features obtained by kalman filter and visual features obtained by pre-trained of Gated Recurrent Unit for Recurrent Neural Networks. Therefore each video are represent by a fixed-length descriptor.

**Human Action Recognition**

To recognize a human action in sequence of video using Recurrent Neural Networks with Gated Recurrent Unit, we must trained model and classify action.

---

**Fig. 3: Gated recurrent unit architecture**
Fig. 4: Gated Recurrent Unit for Recurrent Neural Networks (GRU RNN) architecture

Fig. 5: Flowchart of the methodology used to recognize a human action
Training Phase

In the learning phase, we have three steps presented on Fig. 5:

Step1: The practice of Human moving path patterns, for each video, we detect human moving on each frame, we use the GMM method to color the human moving on white moving and the background on black color. This step reduces more time of video processing, in the next, we track human moving using kalman filter to obtain vector descriptor $Z$

Step2: Pre-training using Recurrent Neural Networks, in parallel way of human moving features detection, we extract Gated recurrent networks features. Inside, the proposed GRU-RNN model was trained as follows:

- Input the dataset features $X(X_1, X_2, ..., X_n)$ to the GRU model
- Initialize the learning parameters weights and biases with arbitrary values (they will be adjusted through training)
- The cell states of GRU are computed based on the input features $X_i$ and its learning parameters values
- Adjusts the weights and biases based on computed loss minimization between input and output GRU RNN
- Output the dataset features $Y(Y_1, Y_2, ..., Y_n)$

Step3: Features fusion is the last step of learning phases; in this step we collect the moving features and visual features to the one length vector. Then we save the mixture features vector of each video on features database.

Classification Phase

In the practice of machine learning, the use of classification algorithms is more and more evaluated. The classification phase has the step 1, step 2 and step 4 of Fig. 5.

Step4: We project a collect of moving and visual feature of test video (step 1 and step 2) on feature dataset saved in step 3 and to classifier human action we have used K-NN classification method (Jaouedi et al., 2016b).

The principle of K-NN is to make a comparison between the features vector of test video and all of vectors on database features. The outputs of our approach model are the distribution of a probability of each class which represent a human action. Finally, we decide to which class, which has a max of probability, the test video belongs.

Discuss Results

To verify this method, we used 300 videos of 15 human actions on three datasets. To recognize a human action we used the distribution Three-quarters of videos to learning and one-quarter to test. The measurement results of classification rates used 5 actions of UCF Sports Action dataset ($K = 5$) are summarized in Table 1. Indeed the classification rate achieved 93, 4% for skate boarding-front. Then the results of human action classify using 5 actions of UCF101dataset ($K = 5$) are presented in Table 2, where we found the high classification rate 91% for skiing action. Finally the results of 5 actions of KTH ($K = 5$) dataset are resumed in Table 3 where the walking action have a high classification rate 98, 8%.

Overall, our experiments prove the effectiveness of human action recognition based on fusion of moving features and visual features automatically extracted from trailers of sequences.

Comparison with State of the Art

Table 4 shows the performance comparison with other approaches on the same KTH dataset. Indeed our approach based on fusion of visual features and moving features achieved classification rate 96, 70%. Overall, our method gives comparable results with the best related work on KTH dataset like CNN (Convolutional Neural Networks) method (Geng and Song, 2015) 92,49%, 3D CNN (Rameshbabu et al., 2012) 90,2% and 3D CNN + LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory) (Patel and Thakore, 2013). However, fusion of features is much better identifying human action.

| Table 1: Classification results for UCF sports action |
|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| Human actions       | Golf-swing-front    | Kicking-side        | Run-Side            | Skate boarding-front | Walk-front          | Average             |
| Classification rate | 90%                 | 82%                 | 87%                 | 93,4%               | 92,6%               | 89%                 |

| Table 2: Classification results for UCF101 |
|-----------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| Human actions   | Jumping jack        | Swing               | Baby crawling       | Skiing             | Javelin throw       | Average             |
| Classification rate | 91%                 | 80,1%              | 80%                 | 89,5%              | 75%                 | 83,10%              |

| Table 3: Classification results for KTH |
|-----------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|---------------------|
| Human actions   | Boxing              | Running             | Walking             | Hand clapping       | Hand-waving         | Average             |
| Classification rate | 96%                 | 97,4%               | 98,8%               | 95,8%               | 95,6%               | 96,70%              |
Table 4: Performance comparison of our approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Classification rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Our approach</td>
<td>96.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>92.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D CNN</td>
<td>90.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D CNN + LSTM</td>
<td>94.39%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusion and Future Work

This work presents a novel approach in the domain of human action recognition. The technique is based on the analysis of video content and extraction of two types of features. Moving feature based on moving detection and moving tracking using GMM and kalman methods. Then visual features based on all visual characteristic of each frame on video sequence using model of deep learning networks. The results of this paper provide a strong importance of collection and fusion features to obtain high classification rate and recognize human action.

For future work, the goal is to evaluate our approach to obtain the same classification rate on other datasets. Moreover, we are interested to investigate the possible improvement of human action based on the features provided by the different models of deep-learning networks.
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